Does progressive resistance and balance exercise reduce falls in residential aged care? Randomized controlled trial protocol for the SUNBEAM program
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Introduction: Falls are common among older adults. It is reported that approximately 60% of residents of aged care facilities fall each year. This is a major cause of morbidity and mortality, and a significant burden for health care providers and the health system. Among community dwelling older adults, exercise appears to be an effective countermeasure, but data are limited and inconsistent among studies in residents of aged care communities. This trial has been designed to evaluate whether the SUNBEAM program (Strength and Balance Exercise in Aged Care) reduces falls in residents of aged care facilities.

Research question: Is the program more effective and cost-effective than usual care for the prevention of falls?

Design: Single-blinded, two group, cluster randomized trial.

Participants and setting: 300 residents, living in 20 aged care facilities.

Intervention: Progressive resistance and balance training under the guidance of a physiotherapist for 6 months, then facility-guided maintenance training for 6 months.

Control: Usual care.

Measurements: Number of falls, number of fallers, quality of life, mobility, balance, fear of falling, cognitive well-being, resource use, and cost-effectiveness. Measurements will be taken at baseline, 6 months, and 12 months.

Analysis: The number of falls will be analyzed using a Poisson mixed model. A logistic mixed model will be used to analyze the number of residents who fall during the study period. Intention-to-treat analysis will be used.

Discussion: This study addresses a significant shortcoming in aged care research, and has potential to impact upon a substantial health care problem. Outcomes will be used to inform care providers, and guide health care policies.
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Introduction

The size of the population aged 75 years and older is projected to grow to more than double in the next 20 years.1 The number of people living in residential aged care, the number of fall-related hospital admissions, and the costs of follow-up care are also expected to rise.2 Identification and implementation of effective interventions to reduce falls in this setting has the potential to significantly benefit older individuals, and to reduce the health care burden.

To date, the majority of studies have focused on falls among community-dwelling older adults. However, the number of falls among residents of aged care facilities is...
reported to be three times greater. The consequences of falls are often traumatic, and include reduced independence, injury, and death. The burden upon society is also substantial. Australian data show that, while residents of aged care facilities form only one-eighteenth of the older population, the cost of their falls is greater than one-fifth of the total cost of falls, to the health system. Therefore, a recent economic evaluation of projected costs of health care recommended urgent action, to prevent falls in aged care facilities. Falls are not considered to be purely random events, but can be predicted to arise from a number of risk factors, including: visual impairment, vitamin D deficiency, foot pain, incontinence (particularly urgency), poor nutrition, psychoactive medications, cardiac arrhythmia, reduced lower limb muscle strength, and impaired balance and gait. There have been many randomized controlled trials, Cochrane Collaboration reviews, and other systematic reviews conducted, to explore the effectiveness of a range of fall prevention strategies, including single interventions (targeting one risk factor), multiple interventions (targeting more than one risk factor), and multifactorial interventions (individualizing the interventions to the participant’s risk factors). There is evidence that exercise, as a single intervention, can prevent falls in older community dwellers. A recent review from the Cochrane Collaboration that examined fall prevention interventions in residential aged care facilities (RACFs) and hospitals identified eleven studies which had tested exercise as a single intervention. The pooled results returned inconsistent data; it was concluded that carefully-designed research into supervised exercise for falls prevention in this setting is essential. Clinical practice guidelines currently recommend the following key components for exercise programs: high-challenge balance training, moderate- to-high intensity progressive resistance training (PRT), and a total of at least 50 hours of exercise.

Therefore, this study aims to test whether the SUNBEAM program (Strength and Balance Exercise for Aged care), which is based on key components of successful community-based programs, will reduce falls in the high-risk group of residents of aged care facilities.

The key research questions are:
- Is a supervised, group-based, PRT and balance exercise program more effective than usual care for the prevention of falls among residents, during a 12-month follow-up period?
- Does the program result in improvements in secondary outcomes: quality of life, cognition, mobility, and confidence?
- Is the program cost-effective?

**Method**

**Design**

This will be an assessor-blinded, two-group, cluster-randomized, controlled trial. It will be funded by a donation from Domain Principal Group (Sydney, NSW, Australia), and in-kind support from HUR Health and Fitness Equipment (Birkdale, QLD, Australia). Concealed allocation and intention-to-treat analysis will be used. Measurements will be taken at baseline, immediately following the intervention (6 months), and at 12 months after randomization, to examine the maintenance of any intervention effects. The study protocol has been approved by The University of Sydney Ethics Committee (Approval number 14995), and has been registered in the Australia and New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (Registration number: ACTRN12613000179730). The trial’s results will be reported using domains and categories described in the taxonomy developed by the Prevention of Falls Network Europe, to allow future synthesis of evidence, or study replication. A flowchart of the trial design is provided in Figure 1.

**Residential aged care facilities and participants**

We will recruit 300 residents and 20 RACFs from northern New South Wales and South East Queensland, Australia. The inclusion criteria for RACFs are: 1) to have a mix of high-care residents (“nursing home” residents, who require daily care by – or under the supervision of – registered nurses) and/or low-care residents (“hostel” residents, who need some assistance, but do not have complex health care needs); 2) to be likely to have 15 residents willing to participate; and 3) the facility manager consents to participation in the trial and to the allocation of staff time. Staff will assist with generating a list of potential participants (using the trial’s inclusion/ exclusion criteria), approaching potential participants, to invite them to volunteer for the trial, and (where relevant) will assist with supervision of the exercise sessions over the 12-month trial period. Enduring power of attorney holders, where present, will be contacted by mail, for each potential participant.

Participants will include men and women who permanently reside in residential aged care and are able to understand English to a level where they can comprehend the participant information statement, complete the consent form, and carry out self-report outcome measures without an interpreter. Residents with a terminal or unstable illness, significant advanced cognitive decline (Mini Mental State Examination ≤15), or physical symptoms that preclude
Residential aged care facility managers volunteer their center for participation in the trial (n=20)

Facility staff (registered nurse/care manager) screen resident list to identify suitable residents to invite to participate

**Included**
- Men and women
- Permanent residents of aged care
- High or low care

**Excluded**
- Terminal or unstable illness
- Parkinson’s disease
- Hemiplegia
- Immobile
- Performed a similar resistance and balance program in the past 12 months
- Insufficient cognition to safely follow instruction and/or use exercise equipment (≤15 MMSE)
- Language barrier

**Informed consent obtained**

**Baseline assessment**

**Randomization**

**Intervention facility**

**Usual care facility**

**Intervention – Stage 1**
- Exercise 2x per week for 6 months

**Follow-up assessment (6 months)**

**Intervention – Stage 2**
- Maintenance exercise 2x per week for 6 months

**Follow-up assessment (12 months)**

**Figure 1** Flowchart of study design.

**Abbreviation:** MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination.
the safe use of exercise equipment in a group setting (eg, Parkinson’s Disease or hemiplegia) will be ineligible. Other criteria will exclude those who are permanently wheelchair- or bed-bound, and those who have performed a similar balance and/or resistance training program within the previous 12 months.

**Outcome measures**

Data will be collected at baseline, 6 months, and 12 months by blinded assessors. Baseline measurements will be taken as soon as possible after recruitment, and before randomization. In addition to falls data, a range of demographic information and known risk factors for falls will be recorded at each assessment, including comorbid conditions, medications, environmental hazards, use of a mobility aid, and incontinence.²⁷,⁹,¹⁸

**Primary outcome**

The primary outcome will be the proportion of residents who fall (fallers), and the number of falls for each participant (fall rate), during the 12-month trial period. The definition of a fall will be: “an unexpected event in which the participant comes to rest on the ground, floor, or lower level”, as derived by consensus statement⁹ and used in recent reviews by the Cochrane Collaboration.⁹ Individual falls will be recorded every month for the 12-month study period, by auditing aged care facility incident reports.²⁰–²² In addition, at the time of each assessment, participants will be asked directly if they have fallen. It is acknowledged that it would be preferable to incorporate multiple approaches to collecting falls data, to improve accuracy. However, this is beyond the resources available to this study.

**Secondary outcomes**

Quality of life (QOL): The aim will be to describe what aspects of QOL are affected, and to what extent, if any, QOL is improved in the Intervention group. QOL will be measured using the 36-item short form health survey (SF-36) and the EuroQol-5 dimension - 5 level (EQ-5D-5L) instruments. The SF-36 is the most widely used measure of general health.²³ EQ-5D-5L is a 5-level version of the widely used EQ-5D scale. EQ-5D-5L is cognitively undemanding and takes only a few minutes to complete; it is potentially ideal for the RACF setting.

Measures of balance and gait will be taken, as these have been identified as potential risk factors⁹ for falls, that may be remediable with exercise.⁷,¹² The Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB)²⁵ will be used to evaluate balance, gait, strength, and endurance. The Step Test²⁶ will be used to assess dynamic balance and agility.

The University of Alabama, Birmingham Life-Space Assessment will be used to assess extent of mobility and frequency of movement.²⁷,²⁸ The scores represent how much an individual actually mobilizes over a 4-week period (rather than the distance that they are capable of).

Fear of falling will be measured using the Falls Efficacy Scale International (FES-I),²⁹ which evaluates confidence in avoiding falls when performing basic activities of daily living, and has been shown to maintain good measurement properties in persons with or without moderate cognitive impairment and, when administered in an interview format, in frail older persons.³⁰

Cognition will also be assessed, as cognitive impairment has been identified as a risk factor for falls.³¹ A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of the effects of exercise training on older people with cognitive impairment and dementia found that training resulted in improvements in health-related physical fitness and cognitive function.³² Cognitive status will be measured using the Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination Revised (ACE-R), a brief cognitive test that assesses five cognitive domains: attention, memory, verbal fluency, language, and visuospatial abilities.³³

**Intervention (SUNBEAM program)**

Participants allocated to the Intervention group will perform an exercise program, conducted in group settings (of approximately 10 participants) in two stages during the 12-month trial period. The first stage (0–6 months) will comprise of progressive resistance (strength) training, with static and dynamic standing balance exercises.³⁴,³⁵ The exercises will be prescribed, and supervised by an exercise professional, such as a physiotherapist or an exercise physiologist. An RACF staff member (diversional therapist or physiotherapy assistant) will cosupervise during this period, to help maintain safety. If there are several participants in an exercise group who demonstrate a need for close supervision (eg, lower cognitive functioning; very poor dynamic balance), an extra supervisor will be recruited.

The second stage (7–12 months) will consist of a maintenance program of resistance, weight-bearing balance, and functional exercises.³² Each group will continue to be supervised by the RACF staff member who worked with the group during the initial intervention stage. Exercise doses for this stage will be prescribed by the exercise professional on completion of the initial training stage.
Stage 1 (0–6 months): PRT and balance exercise
PRT will target large muscle groups in the lower and upper limbs and trunk, using specialized pneumatic resistance equipment (HUR Australia Pty Ltd, Birkdale, QLD, Australia). Specifically, the resistance devices to be used include: knee extension, knee flexion (leg curl), abdominal curl, back extension, hip abduction, hip adduction, elbow and shoulder extension (dip), and leg press. Dosages will be individually prescribed, so as to enable each participant to achieve 2–3 sets of 10–15 repetitions of each exercise.\(^7\,\,^6\)
Dosages will be gradually adjusted as participants’ abilities change throughout the course of the program.\(^7\,\,^12\) If an individual has a specific comorbid condition that precludes them from safely using an item of equipment, a substitute exercise will be prescribed, using resistance bands to target the same muscle groups. Elbow and shoulder flexion exercises will be performed using resistance bands.

Balance exercises will include a combination of heel and toe raises, stepping in different directions, single leg standing, step-ups, and task-specific balance work (eg, reaching outward from the base of support while standing, sitting, and standing and turning). Balance exercises will be upgraded by: 1) reducing hand support and/or 2) narrowing the base of support, and/or 3) introducing a cognitive challenge (eg, counting backwards while performing exercise) or performing exercise with the eyes closed.\(^7\,\,^12\)

Sessions will be of 1-hour duration, and will be conducted twice per week over a 6-month period.\(^7\,\,^12\) After 6 months, the resistance training equipment will be moved to the next-included RACF of the Intervention group.

No structured or standardized sessions of education for falls prevention will be conducted during Stage 1. However, if a participant shows unsafe behavior during sessions (eg, wearing unsafe footwear; attempting to walk without mobility aid), the supervisory exercise professional will provide specific feedback that is consistent with standard practice and their duty of care.

Stage 2 (7–12 months): Maintenance exercise
A maintenance program that includes resistance exercise (using bands), balance, weight-bearing, and functional exercises will complete the remaining 6 months of the study. Participants will be asked to sign their names in a book at each visit, to record attendance. Sessions will be supervised by the RACF staff member (diversional therapist or physiotherapy assistant) who was involved in cosupervising the initial training sessions (Stage 1) and a volunteer, if deemed necessary by the exercise professional. The exercise program will include: 1) performance of the standing and sitting balance exercise at the level safely achieved by the end of the initial 6-month training, using a setup designed to optimize safety; 2) sit-to-stand exercises; and 3) resistance band exercises for the trunk and upper limbs (sitting or standing). Classes will be conducted twice per week for 30 minutes per session.

The total number of exercise sessions attended in both Stage 1 and Stage 2, as well as the exercises performed at each session by each participant, will be recorded. Acceptability will be determined by participant adherence to the program; information about acceptability will be determined by exit interviews.

Control group
Participants who are allocated to the control group will continue with usual care, without the introduction of the SUNBEAM program. Usual care may include activities, games, and hobbies, which will be recorded at each assessment.

Procedure
A list of all RACFs within northern New South Wales and South East Queensland was generated in 2012, by Internet searching and using local telephone directories. A letter was sent to each facility to invite expressions of interest. In addition, presentations were given by a research team member at relevant industry forums, to explain the trial objectives and protocol, and to answer any questions.

Staff at participating RACFs will use the inclusion and exclusion criteria to generate a list of eligible residents. All eligible residents will be informed by RACF staff that participants are being recruited for a long-term exercise study, to take place across multiple sites, and will be provided with a participant information sheet. Residents who consent to volunteer for the trial will be contacted by the research team, to organize final screening and a baseline assessment. Letters will be sent to potential participants’ medical practitioners, to seek medical clearance. Each participant’s next of kin (or enduring power of attorney) will also be advised, by mail, of the participant’s consent to join the trial. After baseline measures are completed, the RACFs will be randomized (to receive either the SUNBEAM Program or usual care) by a researcher, independent of baseline assessment, using a computer-generated randomization schedule.

Falls will be recorded monthly for the duration of the trial. All other outcome measures will be taken at 6 months.
Residents of the first included RACF were recruited in August 2012. It is anticipated that recruitment will continue over the next 4 years.

Data analysis

Effectiveness of intervention

The primary analysis will be based on an intention-to-treat approach. This will be compared to per-protocol analyses. Summary outcomes will be presented at the cluster level, using standard measures. Analyses will also be conducted at the participant level, but adjusted appropriately for clustering of participants within RACFs, using mixed models. A logistic mixed model will be used to analyze the number of residents who fall during the study period (binary outcome). The number of falls (a count outcome) will be analyzed using a Poisson mixed model. To adjust for loss of follow-up, which may be significant in this cohort, a multilevel survival analysis will be conducted, with the outcome being time to first fall (and first fracture). All regression models will include the treatment group as an explanatory variable, and also a random effect for RACFs, to adjust for any clustering effects. Baseline characteristics will be compared between the two groups; any potential confounding factors that are found not to be balanced among groups, such as age, will be included as covariates in the regression models. Model assumptions will be tested, and appropriate adjustment to the analysis, such as logarithmic transformation of skewed variables, will be made as necessary.

Pre-specified subgroup analyses will be performed on the following variables: 1) level of care; 2) previous faller; 3) number of falls in the 12 months prior to inclusion, 4) program adherence, and dosage of exercise completed; 5) age; and 6) presence of other known risk factors for falls. Interactions between falls and ability to mobilize, physical performance measures, fear of falling, and QOL will also be examined.

Cost-effectiveness analysis

A recent Cochrane Collaboration review has identified a need for economic evaluation of falls prevention interventions. A stepped cost benefit analysis will be undertaken, to examine the costs of providing the exercise program, and any cost offsets due to reduced health services use resulting from fall incidents. Program costs will include the capital cost of exercise equipment, the cost of any additional training material, and the costs of the exercise professional and supervisory staff. Health service use during the 12-month trial period will be determined from monthly auditing of RACF records, to extract data specific to fall incidents; these will include: 1) any medical services utilized, such as medical practitioner visits; 2) transfers to hospital; 3) hospital admissions; 4) number of nights admitted; 5) procedures performed; 6) follow-up visits; 7) rehabilitation; and 8) pharmaceutical drug usage. The total health service costs will be derived by multiplying the units of resource used by the relevant factor: the Australian Government’s Medicare Schedule Benefit item fee, Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme price, or the Australian Refined Diagnosis-Related Group cost.

An incremental cost-effectiveness ratio will also be calculated, relative to the control group, as cost per quality of life year gained. To perform this analysis, the health benefits associated with the program will be estimated using the SF-36. A preference-based single utility measure, using Australian preference weights, will be derived from SF-36 using the Short Form-6 Dimensions (SF-6D) as described by Norman et al. A supplementary analysis using the EQ-5D-5L will also be conducted. A within-trial time horizon will form the base case analysis. Extrapolations beyond the trial period (eg, a 5-year time horizon) will be based on various assumptions about the sustainability of the treatment effect. Sensitivity analyses will be undertaken, to explore the robustness and validity of the cost-effectiveness data, and to test any assumptions used in the economic model.

Sample size

The study has been powered with respect to the primary outcome: falls. It is estimated that approximately 60% of participants in the usual care group will sustain at least one fall during the 12 months of follow-up. Meta-analysis of pooled community and residential aged care studies of incorporating high-dose exercise (>50 hours) and high level balance training have demonstrated a reduction in fall rates of 38%. The intervention in this study will contain these components, but will be specific to residents of RACFs. Assuming that participation reduces the proportion of falls and fallers, the exercise program will be considered successful if, at 12 months after randomization, only 40% of the intervention group have fallen – an absolute difference of 20%.

Twenty RACFs (clusters) will be recruited, with outcomes to be collected for an average of 15 residents per facility. Several studies of RACFs indicate that the intracluster correlation coefficient (ICC) is close to zero (<0.01). ICCs for clinical and physical activity variables ranged between 0–0.08 in three cluster trials of residential health care. With a zero ICC, we
would need to recruit 194 residents of RACFs, in order to detect a 20% difference, with 80% power, at a 5% two-sided significance level. We will recruit 300 residents, to allow us to detect a 20% absolute difference, with 80% power, if ICC = 0.01, allowing for a conservative 25% dropout (given the participants’ ages and the presence of comorbid conditions).

**Discussion**

Despite a plethora of research into the area of falls prevention, there is little conclusive evidence available to show effective ways of reducing falls in adults in residential care. This trial utilizes an intervention that has been proven to be effective in community-dwelling older people, and tests whether these results can be extrapolated to the residential care setting within a more supervised and supported environment. If the intervention is shown to be effective, there is potential for this study to have both immediate and long-term impact, in terms of benefits to older individuals, and decreased direct health care costs.

For older people living in RACFs, potential direct benefits of this exercise program are reduced probabilities of falling and the sequelae of falls, such as increased mortality, morbidity, injury, hospitalization, and loss of confidence, along with reduced mobility and reduced quality of life.

For the health care system, fewer fall-related hospital admissions will reduce costs to society, and help to improve access to hospitals. Benefits for health departments will be realized if the exercise program is cost-effective, and if the program is accepted by RACFs and their residents.

Finally, the intervention is simple for RACFs: it can be rolled out easily, to have far-reaching impact. Its implications may include reducing the health care burden of falls, improving the well-being of residents of RACFs, and contributing to the health policy debate, by challenging current residential aged care funding models.
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